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Abstract 

A specific driver specification is required with the arrival of the Devices Profile for Web Services specification. It 
will define how to discover and control DPWS devices and services within an OSGi™ framework. The 

specification must be built upon the Discovery Base Driver concept defined in the OSGi™ Device Access 
specification. 
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1 Introduction 

Devices Profile for Web Services (DPWS [1]) is a plug-n-play protocol middleware built on top of a set of Web 
Services specifications. This protocol middleware addresses discovery, description, and control of devices and 
services on local networks such as the home network. DPWS is a distributed, open networking architecture. It 
leverages TCP/IP and the Web technologies to enable seamless proximity networking in addition to control and 
data transfer among networked devices in the home, office, and public spaces. 

DPWS specification began in 2002 under the initiative of Microsoft with the aim to become the 2nd version of the 
basic protocol layers of UPnP™. However, since UPnP™ devices have emerged on the market and are not 
interoperable with the new DPWS specification, the UPnP™ Forum does not accept the proposed roadmap. 
Therefore, DPWS appears today as a competitor. Some implementations exist, like the one delivered open 
source by Schneider Electric in ITEA SODA project [2]. Microsoft well-known Vista OS hosts DPWS tools beside 
the UPnP™ ones. 

DPWS is fully aligned on Web Services specification: WSDL 1.1, XML Schema, SOAP 1.2, WS-Addressing, WS-
MetadaExchange, WS-Transfer, WS-Policy, WS-Security, WS-Discovery and WS-Eventing. It leverages lower-
level Internet components, including IP, TCP, UDP, HTTP, and XML. This alignment on Web Services 
technologies is an opportunity to benefit from successful specifications and to simply make a bridge between local 
networks and the World Wide Web. On local networks, DPWS refines the Web Services specification with a 
specific devices profile and leverages specific local mechanisms like multicast networking. The latter is used for 
device and service discovery on the Local Area Network (LAN). 

Thanks to its specifications [4] facing dynamicity, distribution and protocol heterogeneity on pervasive networks, 
the OSGi™ platform is meant to be the receptacle of pervasive entities on local networks. The relevant OSGi™ 
specifications are the Device Access specification, which is a generic specification for the discovery and the 
reification of networked devices, and the UPnP™ Device Service Specification, which is applying the Device 
Access one to the case of devices implementing the UPnP™ protocol middleware specification [5].  

This RFP is calling for the specification of a new bridge on the OSGi™ platform following the concepts specified in 
the Device Access specification. Thanks to this bridge, OSGi™ developers will be able to discover and control 
DPWS devices and services without deep knowledge of the underlying communication protocols. This bridge may 
also allow OSGi™ developers to easily control Web Services both locally on the LAN and on the Internet if they 
are published through DPWS protocols thanks to a Discovery Proxy. 
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2 Application Domain 

2.1 Entities 
This RFP takes into account the entities defined in the Device Access specification: Device, Driver, Base Driver, 
Discovery Base Driver, Device Manager. Other entities are defined:  

- An OSGi™ DPWS client is a DPWS client developed on top of the OSGi™ framework. 

- An OSGi™ DPWS device is an OSGi™ entity that can be exposed on the network as a.DPWS device. 

2.2 DPWS and OSGi™ Service Oriented Architecture 
DPWS and OSGi™ architectures obey the service-oriented paradigm. The latter is defined by 3 logical entities 
sharing service descriptions: service providers, service requesters, and a service registry (logically represented by 
the DPWS Discovery Proxy or virtually represented by multicast networking in DPWS). Service discovery and 
service binding are depicted in Figure 1. Loose coupling and dynamicity derive from the only share of abstract 
service descriptions. 

 
Figure 1: Service Oriented Architecture 

DPWS and OSGi™ are complementary. On the one hand, DPWS defines a distributed service-oriented 
architecture above web-oriented protocols (IP, UDP, TCP, HTTP, XML Schema, SOAP, WS-Addressing, WS-
MetadaExchange, WS-Transfer, WS-Policy, WS-Security, WS-Discovery and WS-Eventing). DPWS is a set of 
protocols and does not target a specific programming language. On the other hand, OSGi™ defines a service-
oriented architecture in a component model on a local network node. OSGi™ is a framework taking advantage of 
the Java™ programming language. 

DPWS defines specific entities: services, devices and clients. A service is a network endpoint that receives and 
sends messages to provide programmatic functionality. A device is a distinguished service that hosts other 
services. A hosted service is a distinguished service that is hosted by a hosting service. The hosted service is 
visible and is addressed separately from its host. Thus, service providers are made of devices and services, 
which are discovered and used by Service Requesters called clients. 
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2.3 Device Access Specification 
The OSGi™ Device Access specification [4] defines automated mechanisms for device discovery and control. 
The present RFP relies on these mechanisms while defining a Discovery Base Driver like the UPnP™ Device 
Service specification.  

The Device Access Specification goes beyond the definition of Base Drivers with the concept of Device Service 
Attachment. According to the latter, specialized drivers may be attached to the device services registered in the 
OSGi™ registry. The mechanisms involve 3 defined entities: a Device Manager, a Driver Locator and a Driver 
Selector. The Device Manager is a controller acting on Driver Locator services and a Driver Selector upon every 
event concerning Device services and Driver services on the framework. 

2.4 UPnP™ Device Service Specification 
The UPnP™ Device Service Specification defines a generic bridge between UPnP™ and OSGi™ technologies 
represented as a bundle called UPnP™ Base Driver. It provides the developer with a new API to implement 
UPnP™ Control Points as OSGi™ bundles and export OSGi™ services as UPnP™ devices. UPnP™ devices are 
directly registered as generic UPnPDevice java objects in the OSGi™ service registry and may be discovered like 
any local OSGi™ service. OSGi™ services also have to be implemented as UPnPDevice objects in order to be 
exported on the network. 

3 Problem Description 

3.1 Service transparent reification  
The OSGi™ platform is meant to be the receptacle of the available networked services. OSGi™ service 
orientation is used in Device Access specification and helps developers to dynamically discover networked 
entities and be able to know their capacities without knowing the details of involved networked protocols. 
Discovery Base Drivers are therefore expected to reify networked entities by registering service objects in the 
service registry. The DPWS Base Driver will dynamically reify DPWS devices that are available on the network. 
Ideally, developers only have to know how to use the OSGi™ mechanisms in order to compose OSGi™ and 
networked services to build higher level applications. 

3.2 Service transparent exposition 
The OSGi™ platform is also meant to be an ideal framework for device software development. As such, 
developers expect to easily advertise and expose their application features on the network. DPWS is one of the 
service plug and play technology that can be used for this purpose. Developers will simply format their OSGi™ 
services according to defined interfaces in order for the DPWS Base Driver to export them on the network through 
the DPWS relevant protocols. 
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3.3 Need for a generic API  
Protocol transparency for OSGi™ developers can be achieved in two steps. In a first step, all the DPWS devices 
and services must be available on the platform into Java interfaces defined for DPWS but independent of the 
specific devices. Such a generic API (specific to DPWS protocols but generic to the DPWS device types) that 
does not imply any interface generation is needed for a light, simple and efficient control of any DPWS device. 
This generic API may also allow the control of non-DPWS Web Services published thanks to a DPWS Discovery 
Proxy. This generic API offers a first transparency level that masks all the discovery, description and control 
protocol details to the developer. 

In a second step, the DPWS description semantics may be further hidden in order to provide the developer with 
Java™ interfaces specific to the targeted controlled devices. The OSGi™ RFP 72 describes how to reach this 
higher transparency level for the UPnP™ Base Driver to mask UPnP™ semantics with an extended mapping 
between OSGi™ and UPnP™ interfaces. This extension implies the generation of an API more specific to the 
semantics of the targeted device.  

The first generic step is addressed by this RFP. The second step may be addressed in another RFP. 

3.4 Highly-constrained environments  
As underlined in the DPWS specification [1], "in highly-constrained circumstances a [DPWS] client will know all it 
needs to know about a device and its hosted services to correctly send and receive application-specific 
messages". Retrieving the description of the device and its hosted services (with DPWS mechanisms) in such 
case would be uselessly consuming bandwidth and memory. Conversely, "there is no requirement for a hosted 
service to store its WSDL and include it inline in a response to a [description request]. The WSDL may be stored 
at a different location, and the hosted service may include a reference to it […]". 

These guidelines are addressed by this RFP, allowing for lightweight and efficient integration possibilities. 

4 Use Cases 

4.1 General Use Cases 

4.1.1 A DPWS Device joins the network  
When a DPWS device joins the network, it sends one (or several) device announcement(s) that must be taken 
into account by the DPWS Base Driver installed on the OSGi™ platform. The driver reifies all the discovered 
DPWS devices on the OSGi™ platform. 

Requirements: [1], [6], [9], [10], [16], [18], [19] 
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4.1.2 A DPWS Device leaves the network 
When a DPWS Device leaves the network, it sends one (or several) device announcement(s) that must be taken 
into account by the DPWS Base Driver installed on the OSGi™ platform. The driver is responsible for the suitable 
removal of the matching proxies on the OSGi™ framework. 

Requirements: [1], [6], [18], [19]. 

4.1.3 An OSGi™ entity is instantiated and is likely to represent a DPWS device 
Services provided by OSGi™ bundles can be exposed as networked services. A service has to implement the 
DPWS defined OSGi™ API in order to be exposed and advertised on the network through the DPWS protocols. 
OSGi™ service mechanisms will be used in order to show the need for the exposition of the exposed service on 
the network. The DPWS Base Driver is responsible for the exposition and the advertisement of these services. 
Networked DPWS clients will discover and control these services like any other DPWS service on the network. 

Requirements: [1], [2], [3], [4], [11], [12], [16], [18], [19]. 

4.1.4 An OSGi™ entity representing a DPWS device is no longer wanted to be exposed 
OSGi™ service mechanisms will be used in order to show the need for the removal of the exported interface on 
the network. The DPWS Base Driver is responsible for the successive departure advertisement on the network 
and removal of the Java™ proxies on the framework. Networked DPWS clients will be notified of the departure of 
these services as they are notified of the departure of any other DPWS service. 

Requirements: [1], [11], [12], [18], [19]. 

4.2 OSGi™ DPWS Client developer Use Cases 

4.2.1 Discovering the available DPWS devices 
The OSGi™ DPWS client discovers the remote and internal DPWS devices through the use of OSGi™ standard 
mechanisms. The developer must be able to discover currently available ones through OSGi™ requesting 
methods. The developer must be able to dynamically listen to the arrival and to the departure of DPWS devices 
on the platform. 

Requirements: [1], [2], [3], [6], [9], [10], [18]. 

4.2.2 Browsing the properties and the service capabilities of a DPWS Device 
OSGi™ DPWS clients browse the properties, the services and the events that are exposed by internal and 
external DPWS devices represented on the platform. Such an operation is needed for monitoring and control 
purposes. Network administrators may wish to draw a map of the capabilities distributed on the network. 
Application clients need to confirm the adequacy of the discovered services in some cases. 

Requirements: [1], [2], [3], [6], [9], [10], [16], [17], [18], [19] 

4.2.3 Controlling DPWS devices and services on the OSGi™ framework 
OSGi™ DPWS clients control DPWS devices and services through active Java™ method calls. The Discovery 
Base Driver is responsible for conveying Java™ method calls into DPWS control messages on the network for 
remote DPWS devices. 

Requirements: [1], [2], [3], [7], [16], [17], [18], [19]. 
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4.2.4 Listening to DPWS service notifications on the OSGi™ framework 
Developers format their OSGi™ DPWS clients according to the OSGi™ DPWS API to declare interest in receiving 
particular events from specific DPWS Services. The DPWS Base Driver is responsible for collecting such 
interested entities and subscribing to DPWS Services on the network on their behalf. It is also responsible for 
delivering the network events to these entities through Java™ method calls.  

Requirements: [1], [2], [3], [5], [7], [8], [16], [17], [18]. 

4.3 OSGi™ DPWS device developer Use Cases 

4.3.1 Exposing an OSGi™ entity as a DPWS device on the network 
OSGi™ DPWS device developers implement the business logic into OSGi™ code units. Developers format their 
code units according to the OSGi™ DPWS API. The DPWS Base Driver is responsible for collecting and 
exposing such explicitly defined devices on the network. 

Requirements: [1], [2], [3], [4], [11], [16], [17], [18], [19]. 

4.3.2 Advertising an OSGi™ entity as a DPWS device on the network 
The DPWS Base Driver is responsible for advertising such explicitly defined devices on the network. In particular, 
the Driver sends the adequate “Hello” and “Bye” DPWS messages when OSGi™ DPWS devices are respectively 
made visible and removed on the platform. The Driver sends adequate “Probe Match” and “Resolve Match” 
messages when matching remote service requests are detected. 

Requirements: [1], [12], [18]. 

4.3.3 Delivering OSGi™ service event notifications above DPWS protocols 
OSGi™ DPWS devices define events related to the business logic of their services. The OSGi™ DPWS API 
enables them to send events to internal subscribers. The DPWS Base Driver is responsible for mapping remote 
DPWS subscribers into internal ones, thus allowing DPWS clients on the network to subscribe to OSGi™ DPWS 
services. 

Requirements: [1], [2], [3], [5], [11], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18]. 

5 Requirements 

5.1 General transparency requirements  
[1]. MUST obey the Device Access specification [4]. 

[2]. MUST represent DPWS devices, services, operations and events with a generic API (see section 3.3). 

[3]. OSGi™ DPWS clients MUST be offered the same API to access remote and internal devices.  
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[4]. The interest for export MUST be explicit so that exportable OSGi™ entities can be kept local-only.  

[5]. Event notification MUST obey the whiteboard pattern [7].  

5.2 Import transparency requirements 
[6]. MUST simplify the discovery of DPWS devices and services on the network.  

[7]. MUST simplify the control of DPWS devices and services on the network. 

[8]. MUST simplify the subscription to events provided by DPWS devices and services on the network 

[9]. MUST by default hide the network latency of the complete device discovery to developed OSGi™ 
DPWS clients. A complete device representation implies the request of the device metadata and the 
one of its hosted services. A representing proxy object is complete if it does not need any further 
network discovery request. This default behavior is called immediate networking mode.  

[10]. MAY support a lazy networking mode in which network latency is not hidden to developers in order to 
save network bandwidth and memory consumption – see section 3.4. 

5.3 Export transparency requirements 
[11]. MUST simplify the process of exposing developed OSGi™ DPWS devices on the network. Exposition 

concerns the service operation interface and the service event subscription interface. 

[12]. MUST hide the process of advertising developed OSGi™ DPWS devices on the network. 

[13]. MUST simplify the process of sending DPWS events on the network. 

[14]. MUST allow developed OSGi™ DPWS devices to track internal and remote subscriptions through the 
same mechanism. 

[15]. MUST allow developed OSGi™ DPWS devices to send events to (internal and remote) subscribers 
through the same API, 

5.4 Non-functional Requirements 
[16]. MUST NOT imply any code generation. 

[17]. Communication efficiency: Java™ method calls between an OSGi™ DPWS client and a co-localized 
OSGi™ DPWS device MUST NOT be conveyed on the network. 

[18]. SHOULD support driver configuration. For instance, platform administrators choose between lazy and 
immediate networking, modes, restrict the devices to be reified on the platform according to scopes 
and types, tune parameters such as subscription renewal period or network parameters. 

[19]. MUST allow for restricted Base Driver implementations without wsdl parsing (import) and/or 
generation (export) – see section 3.4. 
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6.3 Acronyms and Abbreviations 
DPWS: Devices Profile for Web Services 

UPnP™: Universal Plug and Play 

WSDL: Web Service Description Language 
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